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Text:   Mt 3:13-17; Is 42:1-9 

 

A few years back, when I had some time in between church contracts, I worked as a “reading intervention 

specialist” in a nearby Junior High School.   This meant that I was assigned a small group of Jr High 

students who had been plucked out of their regular classes because they had been identified as reading far 

below their current grade level.  These students were struggling in almost all of their classes because their 

reading skills were so limited.   

 

They didn’t get to this place overnight. Along the way, through various grades, their work had been 

labeled as failing.  In short, all the red ink corrections they had been subjected to over the years had 

communicated to them that they were the problem, that they had failed.   

 

In the beginning, they hated being in the intervention classes.  They didn’t like me much either – I was 

forcing them to go back and review some of the most basic language concepts.   The first question they 

had was “how do I get out of this class.”    

 

Gradually, as the weeks wore on, resistance diminished.  Our groups were the one place where there were 

no grades.  If they struggled with a concept, we reviewed and repeated the work, but we didn’t mark 

papers with big red ink “F’s”. There was something refreshing about doing work without a grade.  In an 

odd way, it provided more latitude for success.      

 

Are you familiar with the feeling of not measuring up, not being wanted, not fitting in?   

 

As a child, I was short, chubby and uncoordinated.   When it came to that age old ritual of choosing teams 

in gym class, I was always one of the two kids waiting at the end to be “chosen.” 

 

Most of us crave that feeling of belonging, of fitting in.   But, the world we move in often finds ways of 

pointing out anything that makes us different and translating those “differences” into flaws.    

 

Our human nature craves knowing that we are acceptable, that we belong, that we have been “chosen.”   

 

Our spiritual challenge is to accept that we are worthy of love, right now, just the way we are.    

 

Henri Nouwen, a great author and priest, says that the spiritual life is a life in which we gradually learn to 

listen to a voice that says something different from what the world tells us – a voice that tells us “You are 

beloved and on you my favor rests.” 

 

Jesus heard that voice.  He heard that voice when He came up out of the Jordan River.   

 

We need to hear that voice, too.   It’s a voice that says: 

You are my beloved child. I love you with an everlasting love. I’ve written your name on the palm of my 

hand and I hold you safe in the shade of my embrace.   You belong to me and I belong to you.   You are 

same when I am. 

 

God is not worried with our worthiness. There are no prerequisites for God’s love.  



But some of us have not heard this. In fact some of us have heard the opposite.  The world tells us that 

we’re not smart enough or good enough.  Some of us have been told that when we are ourselves, we just 

don’t make the grade.  The world would have us believe that we’ll be worthy of love when we lose 20 

pounds, or make more money or get good grades or do what’s necessary to win the approval of our 

family.     

 

It’s important that we listen for that voice, that we allow ourselves to hear God’s love for us.   

 

Part of our faith journey involves claiming and trusting the voice that call us BELOVED.   

 

Rabbi Harold Kushner, commenting on the phrase in the 23rd Psalm “He anoints my head with oil,” came 

up with the gracious notion that it is the job of society, of every one of us, to make sure every child is 

anointed, that every child knows that he or she is somebody. 

 

That is what the first step of baptism is about.  Baptism announces to the world that we are a child of God, 

beloved in God’s eyes.  We are called to live out our baptism, our identity by demonstrating to others that 

they, too, are “beloved” by God.   

 

This is not always easy for us to do.    Just as we have been taught by the world that we might not 

measure up, we have ALSO been taught to judge others by the world’s standards as well.  So, we often 

find it hard to approach others as if they too are beloved.   

 

 Living out our baptism means that we are to look at the rest of the world through God’s eyes.    

 

The Holy Spirit is constantly working to help us to accept this blessing and to respond to it with love and 

gratitude for others.  This is true for individuals, and it is also true for congregations.   

 

As a congregation, you are also a community of people who have been called “beloved” and are precious 

and unique in God’s eyes.   As such, you have been called to welcome in all of God’s children for who 

they are – also beloved in God’s eyes. 

 

As a congregation, you have been called to go out into the world and give witness to what it means to be 

“beloved” by God.  This is your call. How you live it out may change from year to year, but the main call 

remains the same – you are called to bring God’s light and life into a hurting world.   

 

The congregation you were 10 or 20 years ago, is not the same congregation you are today.   Nor should it 

be. You can’t be the same congregation you were 20 years ago because the world is not the same that it 

was 20 years ago.  The hurt and pain of today’s world is different and so how you communicate and 

minister within the world is different.   But what you bring to this hurting world, God’s love and grace, is 

still the same.    

Congregations get stuck sometimes and feel like they have few resources to use for ministry. 

 

But we can look over the entire Bible and see just how frequently God has used what the world 

considered flawed to do great things. 

• Adam and Eve couldn’t follow directions. 

• Moses stuttered. 

• David lusted after Bathsheba. 

• Sarah laughed.  



• Thomas doubted. 

• Paul persecuted Christians. 

The list goes on and on. Flawed, broken humans used by God to bring hope, healing, love to a broken 

world. 

 

As long as we are committed to using whatever light we have to brighten the darkness of the world, then 

God can use us.  As long as we desire to share God’s love and grace for all we meet, then God can use us.   

 

We simply need to concentrate on making ourselves available for God’s use.   

 

Take a moment and think with me….what is one thing you can do in this new year that will shine Christ’s 

light into the darkness.   

 

How will you teach others this year what it means to be “beloved”? 

 

Will you visit the sick or lonely? 

Will you gather food for the hungry? 

Maybe you will simply take MORE time to stop, look and truly listen to those you meet?    

Maybe you will choose kindness over ambivalence? 

 

What will your congregation offer up to this hurting world? 

Can you be a place of welcome and inclusion, a place where no one has to prove their worth?  A place 

where each and every person is deemed beloved and precious in God’s sight? 

 

In a few moments we will come to this table, this place of welcome.   We will share the bread and cup.  

We will be surrounded by the love and grace that Christ offers.   

 

That’s a wonderful privilege, isn’t it? 

But such a privilege carries responsibility. 

We are not invited to simply come and receive.   God calls us to receive this bread and leave with a 

determination to become bread for the world.  We are served at the table so that we can go and serve 

others. 

 

We are called to receive the love of Christ and give it to all we meet, on a day-to-day basis.   Sometimes 

in little ways and sometimes in significant ways, we work to bring light and love to the world around us.    

 

There is work for you to do. 

There is work for this congregation to do. 

May we leave this sanctuary this morning, ready to recommit ourselves to go into all the world, shining 

Christ’s light.    


